
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a director, program management.
If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for director, program management

May serve as a functional lead for applicable IT and digital thread projects
within the business
Oversee the distribution, prioritization, quality and volume of the Program
Management team’s work
Interprets and maintains basic financial management schedules including
budgets, forecasts and other related financial information
Hands-on and oversight of project plans, scope, schedule, and management
of creative resource allocation
Collaborate with cross-functional departments to ensure tactics are clearly
linked to strategy, and creatively developed with overall strategy in-mind by
implementing management execution frameworks such as portfolio reviews,
balanced scorecards, and strategy maps
Work with the Software Delivery PMO to drive the product development
planning activities that support the portfolio roadmap and release planning,
including activities required to define the target scope, balance demand and
capacity, and drive development and delivery of our initiatives and releases
based on the priorities and plans represented in our product roadmaps
Foster and facilitate collaboration and shared accountability for outcomes
with Leadership, Product Management, Product Development, Architecture,
Release Management and with other technology and business partners
Establish and lead a consistent cadence of well-organized, well-facilitated,
and effective pre-planning meetings, large scale release planning events,

Example of Director, Program Management Job
Description
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Design, implement, facilitate, and improve upon forums, processes, and
practices for release planning
Complete critical path analyses including the evaluation of potential means to
accelerate the pace or mitigate identified risks

Qualifications for director, program management

8+ years of experience in the software industry, creative agency and/or
corporate marketing experience as a project or program manager
Demonstrated track record of delivering technology solutions for the front
office in capital markets or investment management and strong
understanding of front office process, data, and terminology
Proven ability to communicate to high-level executives in day-to-day updates
challenging and tense situations
Experience in working directly with internal business customers, team
members, technical experts, and professional staff, including external
suppliers, including telecom vendors , AT&T, Advocate, Tangoe
Experience implementing school-wide reading intervention programs
(organizing interventionists and their support state
Experience designing training (online


